
Best Practices 2018-2019 

             Best practices are an inherent part of a curriculum that exemplifies the connection 

and relevance identified in educational research. Four best practices for teachers include teaching 

a balanced curriculum, teaching an integrated curriculum, differentiating instruction to meet 

individual student needs and providing active learning opportunities for students. It was the 

founder Dr. Durgabai Deshmukh’s vision to nurture an environment which empowers women 

towards social, economic, cultural and educational self reliance, to lead an empowered life. 

Teachers occupy an important place in the society and they are the agents of social change. 

Teachers need to address certain areas that harm the environment like Global warming, Air 

pollution, Water pollution, and Plastic Pollution. The college always strives to adopt best/ 

innovative practices. One of the best practices is “Beat Plastic Pollution” 

Best Practice- I Beat Plastic Pollution 

 Plastic is everywhere nowadays. People are using it endlessly just for their comfort. 

However, no one realizes how it is harming our globe. We need to become aware of the 

consequences so that we can stop plastic pollution.  Parents and Teachers need to teach their wards 

from their childhood to avoid using plastic. Similarly, adults must check each other on the same. In 

addition, the government must take rigorous measures to stop plastic pollution before it gets too late.  

Plastic Pollution is affecting the whole earth, including mankind, wildlife, and aquatic life. It is 

spreading like a disease which has no cure. We all must realize the harmful impact it has on our 

lives so as to prevent it as soon as possible. Plastic pollutes our water. Each year, tonnes of plastic 

are dumped into the ocean. As plastic does not dissolve, it remains in the water thereby hampering   

its purity. This means we won’t be left with clean water in the coming years. One of the greatest 

responsibilities of the present generation is to provide safe and secure future to the future 

generations. When humans dump Plastic waste, the soil gets damaged. It spoils the fertility of the 

soil. In addition to this, it leads to deadly diseases. 

 College of Teacher Education, Andhra Mahila Sabha initiated various programmes in 

connection with one of the greatest environmental challenges i.e., Plastic Pollution. Plastic is 

polluting oceans, impacting biodiversity and affecting human health. This year the theme of the 

World Environment Day is “Beat plastic pollution”.  There is a dire need for the world to work 

together to address and raise global awareness of the need to reduce the heavy burden of plastic 

pollution on people’s health and the threat it poses to the environment. World Environment Day 

https://www.toppr.com/guides/essays/essay-on-pollution/


was created to inspire the people across the world for the active participation to save the earth, 

and ensure that the future of our planet is safe.  On 5th June every year, the World Health 

Organization (WHO), United Nations and thousands of communities and organizations celebrate 

World Environment Day to create community consciousness. The students of M.Ed. Course 

organised Swachh Bharath Programme and removed the garbage in the college premises. They 

have organised a rally to the entire sister institutions with placards and slogans. A programme is 

organized in connection with world environment day. The students of all the courses shared their 

views to protect our environment. They also shared the strategies to beat plastic pollution. 

 Plastic pollution is ruining everyone’s life on earth. We must take major steps to prevent it. 

We must use alternatives like cloth bags and paper bags instead of plastic bags. If we are purchasing 

plastic, we must reuse it. We must avoid drinking bottled water which contributes largely to plastic 

pollution. The government must put a plastic ban on the use of plastic. All this can prevent plastic 

pollution to a large extent. 

Best Practice- II Job Mela-2019 

 A job mela is an event where multiple recruiters meet with potential employees in one 

convenient, neutral venue, such as a school or college. Many companies save their time and 

efforts on recruiting by participating in these events.  Job melas   are a place where job seekers 

can literally meet potential future employers face to face. With so many opportunities, job 

seekers are forced to practice communication skills.  A job mela is an event where a job seeker 

can connect with employers and recruiters face-to-face. For a job seeker, a job fair/ mela   can be 

an excellent source of employment information and a place to apply for many jobs at one time. 

For an employer, a job fair provides an ideal forum for meeting and doing initial screenings of 

potential employees or interns. 

              The fruit of every effort is fructified only when it is implemented. It is the practice of   

the college to conduct Job Mela every year to seek gainful employment to the students. The 

College of Teacher Education, Andhra Mahila Sabha organized Job Mela for 2018-19 Batch 

Students and previous alumini of the College on 28.03.2019 at CTE AMS Campus from 10:00 

A.M. to 4:30 A.M. The Students of P.G. Dip in ECCE; B.Ed Regular; B.Ed Spl (H.I) & M.Ed 

courses along with Outside male and female qualified candidates attended the Job Mela.   

 The Management and the Principal of the College encouraged and supported the smooth 

organization of the event. The Chief Guest Smt. Gariganti Sridevi, Corporator, Nallakunta, 

Vidyanagar, Hyderabad was invited and she inaugurated the event of Job Mela and graced the 
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occasion. An extensive preparation was done before organizing the Job Mela. Total 25 

International and State Level Schools from Hyderabad and Secunderabad participated in the Job 

Mela. Total 72 In-house CTE AMS students from all courses that is 02 from M.Ed; 43 from 

B.Ed Regular; 07 from B.Ed Spl (H.I); 19 from P.G. Dip in ECCE; and 01from D.El.Ed attended 

the interview. Apart from all In-house CTE AMS students; 49 outside male and female 

candidates belonging to teaching profession also attended the Job Mela. At the preliminary round 

all the schools scrutinized the students, short listed and called them for demonstration. The Job 

Mela 2019 was well organized and appreciated by all the school managements, students and 

teaching staff. The Job Mela was covered by Print Media. Most of the students got placements in 

various International and Corporate schools. 50% of the students from B.Ed. Spl. 90% of the 

students from P.G. Dip in ECE, 50% of the students from M.Ed. and 50% students from B.Ed. 

got placements in different highly reputed State and International schools from the twin cities. 

This year College of Teacher Education AMS has provided an opportunity for the students of 

other colleges to participate in job mela.   

 College of Teacher Education, AMS prepares the students to face the interviews 

confidently by providing opportunities to take part in different programmes. The college has 

been organising programmes in Gandhi Bhavan on 4th Friday of every month. The students of 

different courses take part in different programmes like Skits, Dance and Auto Biographical 

reading.  

 The celebrations and observations of various days in the College enhance their skill of 

anchoring and public speaking. In this way the college of education tries to better the lives of 

women by building their capacities and enhancing their professional gains. The college has its 

brand name in twin cities and students of the college are given weight age in the process of 

recruitment as teachers in their reputed institutions.  


